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ry. We see lines, We see lines, like barriers, Made on the maps of the Earth...

ry. We see lines, We see lines, like barriers, Made on the maps of the Earth, of the Earth...

...these are not our faces but lips, but
41
Silent lips removing Hands from the mouths, Hands from the mouths, shouting.

46
For compassion, equality, and peace.

shouting, hungry For peace, for peace.
For compassion, equality, and peace.

When we ease our

peace.

-6-
When we hear so

Bring us peace. Bring

When we hear so

Bring us peace. Bring

[Music notation]

ma-ny a voice cry-ing out For help and for si-lence to con-quer pain.

The

ma-ny a voice cry-ing out For help and for si-lence to con-quer pain.

The

B

Bring us peace. Bring

Vla.

Vla.

Vlc.

Ch.

[Singing]

Bring

Bring

Bring

[Singing]

Bring

Bring

Bring

[Singing]

Bring

Bring

Bring

[Singing]

Bring

Bring

Bring

[Singing]

Bring

Bring

Bring

[Singing]
world now has to find wisdom, Our families all depend

Stop

peace and compassion

Bring

world now has to find wisdom, Our families all depend

Bring

as peace

On the ones who suffer at the hands of hate, indifference can

allow to resonate

allow to resonate